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T

his book is dedicated to my loving, steadfast, and supportive wife and best-friend Yvonna, my current and future
other family members, my early archery mentor Mr. Bob
Greis, frequent deer hunting companions Jeff Foland and Bob
Husak, and other prospective Master Deer Hunters who have
chosen to travel along the “paths that lead to the Antlered Ones”.
I would also like to dedicate this book to all the young soldiers with unfulfilled promising futures, who made the ultimate
sacrifice in Vietnam and other military conflicts, past, present,
and future. I often think of Frank Scott, a close college friend,
and many others that I proudly served with while in the solitude
of my deer-stands. Their service and sacrifices are not forgotten
by this U.S. Army Vietnam-era veteran and Master Deer Hunter.
GOOD HUNTING!
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Introduction

D

eer hunting and the solitude of Michigan’s great outdoors
have always been my primary stress relievers and sources
of rejuvenation. Over the past fifty-plus years many of
my personal and professional dilemmas and action plans have
been pondered, formulated, and resolved during the thousands
of hours I spent in solitude, deep in thought and reflection, on
hundreds of deer-stands. I am as obsessed with deer hunting,
especially bowhunting, and the out-of-doors as I was in 1962
when I went on my first deer hunt.
In the beginning, in our less-affluent and financially “lean”
years, a large part of the diet of my large family of ten relied
heavily on what I shot, caught or gathered from Michigan’s great
outdoors. To date, 229 deer, countless quantities of other wild
game, fish, and forest gatherings have ended up in our freezer
from many memorable hunts and wanderings in Michigan,
Texas, Montana, and Arkansas. Now, with just me, my wife, and
occasional welcome visiting family and friends in the house,
we still maintain the same healthy “wild” diet more by choice
than necessity. In retirement since just before deer season in
2007, I now have even more quality year-round time to spend
in the outdoors. I also ponder and reflect on what I have done,
experienced, and learned in the process of hunting, fishing, and
foraging for our table fare and personal enjoyment.
Over these many years, I have had outdoor learning experiences that I will cherish forever. This book is an attempt to share
some of this hard-earned knowledge and is also designed and
intended to be read while in the solitude of the deer-stand where
unencumbered thought is most likely. My intent is to present
interesting and informative insight into the world of the Master
Deer Hunter and the full realization of the true deer hunting
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experience. This collection of information and examples may
serve as catalysts for thought and action by the reader concerning the subjects, strategies, and recommendations presented.
Each individual hunter is encouraged to read, ponder and evaluate what I present while in the right frame of mind.
Much of the information presented in this book is conveyed
via the incorporation of updated published and unpublished
manuscripts and other writings that I have written over the
past thirty-five years for various local and national magazine
publications as a freelance outdoor writer. Artfully combined
and integrated into short and easy to read portions while in the
deer-stand, the information contained in this collection of writings convey some of the unique experiences and the many “lessons learned” during my continuing realization of the true deer
hunting and outdoor learning experience. This quest continues.
I do my best to conserve our natural resources for future generations, actively participate in sound science-based game and fish
management programs, and encourage new-comers of all ages
and gender to our outdoor hunting and fishing sports. “Pass it
on” is my motto. This book, my first, is an attempt to continue
fulfilling this final personal objective.
I’ve been an avid deer hunter for most of my life, purchasing
my first deer hunting license in 1962. I grew up in and continue
to reside in Michigan, a premier hunting state that has a long
history of hunting innovation and heritage. Although I was not
raised in an outdoors oriented family, the spark and lure of the
outdoors was kindled in me by my semi-rural home environment.
I am one of those fortunate or unfortunate individuals, depending
on your perspective, who is hopelessly addicted to the outdoors,
especially bowhunting for deer, to the ultimate extreme.
My ideal deer season begins with post-season scouting
immediately following the last day of previous deer season, continues with field observations and scouting throughout the spring
and summer months, and culminates with actual deer hunting
in Michigan from October 1st through January 1st using a bow,
gun, and muzzle-loader. My deer hunting obsessions continue
on a regular basis throughout the year during vivid dreams at
2
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night shortly after locating a new trophy-class buck or a promising hunt site. Like many other hunters, this type of realistic and
intense outdoor related dream is most prevalent during the last
week or so prior to one of Michigan’s many “opening days” of
each hunting and fishing season.
By consciously choosing where I live, work, and what I do
with my spare time, I am able to be in the woods or on the water
involved in hunting, fishing, or gathering related endeavors for
a least a portion of most days. Due to my obsessive-compulsive
nature and my analytical abilities, I have been very successful
as a problem solver, senior GM vehicle development engineer,
free-lance outdoor writer, and a Master deer hunter.
As a problem solver, I conceived and authored a slogan that
applies to any endeavor: “If you always do what you’ve always
done, you’ll always get what you’ve got!” Changes in approach
and techniques always lead to different results. Continually honing your approach and technique based on positive and negative
results puts you on, and keeps you on, the road to continuous
improvement. The constantly evolving and challenging “art” of
deer hunting is certainly no exception.
I have been a freelance outdoor writer for local and national
outdoor publications, intermittently, since the late 1970s. While
on the deer hunting seminar circuit throughout the 1980s, I
held deer hunting seminars at many hunting-oriented business
establishments large and small. I made public television guest
appearances as a recognized deer hunting expert and demonstrated and endorsed proven hunting products and equipment
at various hunting club organizations and public outdoor shows
and events.
I was selected to represent southern Lower Michigan as its
resident deer hunting expert at the 1984 Outdoorama annual
event held at Detroit’s Cobo Hall and held the Michigan
Archery State Record for non-typical whitetail deer from 1979
through 1982. When I took this buck, my “Antlered One”, it
was officially scored at 187-7/8 P&Y points and was listed as
the twenty-ninth largest non-typical whitetail buck taken with a
bow and arrow in the world! I have been truly blessed as a deer
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The late Fred Trost, host of Public Television’s prime time Michigan
Outdoors show in 1979 with the author and his Michigan Archery
State Record non-typical white-tailed deer buck, which officially scores
187-7/8 P&Y, taken on December 26th, 1978. This was the second of
the author’s four appearances on Fred’s show focusing on deer hunting,
strategies and techniques.

hunter. My quest for an even larger buck continues, especially in
my dreams! He is real, he lives or will exist, and he is out there
waiting for us to meet somewhere “along the trails that lead to
the Antlered Ones”. This motivational belief is universal among
all true deer hunters.
Utilizing the acquired skills of persistence, perseverance,
attention to the smallest details in the deer woods, and patience,
I’ve managed to fill my deer tags yearly since 1964 with the
exception of 1970 thru June of 1973 when Uncle Sam and the
Vietnam War kept me out of the deer woods. I’ve paid my dues
as an American and sportsman and have spent my time in the
limelight. I have seen and been part of many changes in our
hunting sports over these many years.
4
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Since the late 1980s I have intentionally slipped out of public sight to devote even more time to my personal enjoyment of
the outdoors with my eight grown children, nine grandchildren
and four great-grandchildren. As I continue to age, gain more
experience, teach, and learn with them and those to follow, I also
reflect on what I have learned and experienced through much
trial and error in the deer woods. What I present is intended
as “food for thought” from one seasoned-veteran rather than a
comprehensive guide to be blindly followed. Nothing you read
or hear can substitute for your own personal experiences, observations and decisions in the deer woods.
The following prayer has been my inspiration, motivation,
and guide since I first heard it many years ago as a young aspiring deer hunter.
Old Deer Hunter’s Prayer
“Oh Great Lord, let your winds be gentle and your skies
be heavy;
Let there be a blanket of fresh snow to track the Antlered One
as did my forefathers;
And grant that I find him with antlers like a tree, branches
wide and mighty;
Grant that my hand be steady, my aim true, and my drag short;
But most of all grant that my children, and their children,
and their children’s children;
Have the wisdom to preserve your work in forest,
field and stream;
So that they too can one day hunt the Antlered One in the
footsteps of their forefathers.”
—author unknown

GOOD HUNTING!
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Section I

Preparing for and
Planning the Hunt

T

here are a number of things, both psychological and physical, that need to be considered before the actual hunt takes
place. In Chapter 1, I have chosen to use myself as an
example to illustrate some of the psychological factors and motivational experiences that contributed to my becoming a Master
Deer Hunter. On the physical side, Chapter 2 uniquely focuses
on the importance of practice with your hunting weapons and
equipment of choice prior to the actual hunt. Finally, in Chapter 3, the basic elements involved in planning the hunt are discussed in detail from an interesting and informative perspective.
As you will discover throughout my book, I have selected topics
and subject matter not normally found in other writings about the
sport of deer hunting. I sincerely hope that you enjoy reading my
book and that it triggers some meaningful thought and actions on
your part concerning the subjects and strategies presented.

7

Chapter 1

Early Preparations for My Life
as a Deer Hunter

P

reparing for a life as a deer hunter begins long before the
first actual hunt. There is no such thing as a “natural-born”
hunter. The basic skills required to become a true hunter
have to be learned, developed, continually refined, and nurtured.
I am a prime example. Like too many young boys and girls of all
ages today, I didn’t have the benefit of growing up in a huntingoriented family.
I vaguely remember admiring the beautiful wood finish
on my late Uncle Joe’s guns through the doors of his locked
mahogany gun cabinet. I was about eight years old at the time.
Uncle Joe had given up hunting in the late 40’s after life-altering
experiences during WWII. Starting in 1957, I began fashioning my own bows from willow branches and chalk line. Long,
straight, and light-weight goldenrod stems with a roofing nail
driven in the business end and a thread-reinforced notch to serve
as a “nock” worked surprisingly well as arrows, despite the lack
of stabilizing fletching. Rectangular hay bales and cardboard
boxes filled with rags were my practice targets and imaginary
big game animals.
Noting my growing interest in hunting, my mother surprised
me at Christmas in 1960 with an inexpensive twenty-five pound
draw weight solid fiberglass bow and a .410 gauge single-shot
bolt-action shotgun. I was in heaven! My father, a WWII U.S
Marine Corps veteran of the Pacific theater who fiercely fought
at Iwo Jima with the 28th Marines and was present for the
8
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historic flag raising on Mt. Suribachi, also received a bow that
Christmas from my mother in hopes that he might take up the
sport of archery and hunting with me. Within a few weeks, the
beautiful forty-five pound draw weight laminated fiberglass and
wood Bear Alaskan semi-recurve bow, with dual right/left hand
sight windows, took up permanent residence in his bedroom
closet. With my first real bow, I soon began “scoring” on a number of unlucky ring-necked pheasants, rabbits, and squirrels. My
father always wisely stressed that I shouldn’t shoot or kill anything unless I was going to eat or utilize it in a meaningful way.
I continue to live by and preach this rule. My mother always
prepared a special meal from what I managed to bag or gather.
Like Uncle Joe, four years of war had taken its toll on my
father’s desire to shoot or hunt. I am eternally respectful, grateful and proud of them and all WWII veterans for their personal
sacrifices and service which preserved my opportunity to hunt
and remain free. Now that they are gone, I often think about
this gift from them while on my deer-stands. Unlike my father,
I had already been bitten and severely afflicted with the “hunting bug” long before 1970 and my own three-year, two-month,
sixteen-day, and ten-hour session with Uncle Sam in the U.S
Army during the Vietnam era. Upon my return, I was able to put
my own psychological and emotional scars of war and the occasional and still-reoccurring “nightmares” in proper perspective
and “continue along the paths that lead to the Antlered Ones“.
Others I know and knew were less fortunate.
During the late 50s and early 60s, my idols Fred Bear and
Howard Hill were still actively bowhunting and taking big
game trophies across North America, Africa, and even the Polar
Regions. Like all aspiring bowhunters of the day, I devoured
every word of their exploits and dreamed of one day following in their footsteps. Until that opportunity arrived, my most
prized possessions consisted of my new bow, a few thirty-fivecent wooden arrows, some paper animal targets, and the latest
brochures and outdoor literature featuring the exploits of my
idols obtained from a local hardware store in Flint, Michigan.
The store owner, Jim Knoblock, had a small archery shop in the
9
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back of his store and actually personally knew the famous archer
Fred Bear, who periodically visited him when he was in the area.
I envied him so much!
In the meantime I started seriously hunting the elusive cottontail rabbits that nightly left their tracks across our yard which
was carved out of a large section of brush-choked second-growth
timber. This is the environment in which I began learning stalking and still-hunting techniques that would be invaluable to me
in the future both as a civilian deer hunter and as a soldier. I
learned to move like a ghost from thicket to thicket constantly
looking for the tell-tail glint of a rabbit’s eye or a twitching ear
tip. I discovered that looking for parts of an animal rather than
the whole animal resulted in more game sightings and greater
shot opportunities. This is a learned ability and is honed by
many hours of practice in the field and in the deer woods.
To compliment this skill, I learned to concentrate on a specific target area on the animal, draw my bow slowly, and shoot
instinctively in one fluid motion like my idols did. I began to
learn the value of patience while slowly still-hunting through
the brush or motionlessly stand-hunting near rabbit holes for
hours at a time. Occasionally I would come across the tracks of
a deer. They were practically non-existent in the area at the time,
so I tried to imagine what it would be like to actually see one in
“my” woods! I never actually saw a deer in those woods. During the 1962 season, after graduating into my father’s dormant
bow with his blessings, I successfully took a season-limit of fifty
rabbits with my new bow. Many were head shots on unalarmed
sitting rabbits due to the fact that the glint of the rabbit’s eye was
my aiming point and my approach on my target was imperceptibly slow and deliberate. This was solitary hunting at its best!
Shortly after achieving this milestone in my young hunting
career I discovered that I was shooting my bow, effectively but
improperly, with the arrow on the wrong side of my dual sight
window bow! It happened after Mike Greis, a school friend,
and his father, Mr. Bob Greis, invited me to team up with them
along with Ron Carlton, a friend and co-worker of Mr. Greis’s,
for an archery carp-shooting contest. The location of the event
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was held in the shallow waters of Lake Huron’s Saginaw Bay
near Sebawing, Michigan sponsored by the local Smith-Douglas
fertilizer plant.
We had just finished weighing in our winning four-man team
total of 632 pounds of carp, including the largest fish taken
during the contest. It was a twenty-three-pounder I had shot
between the eyes of his massive head as the great fish hid inside
the edge of a bed of thick reeds. Our prize winnings included
free chicken dinners at the world famous Bavarian Inn located in
Frankenmuth, Michigan and two cases of locally-brewed Sebawing beer. Mr. Greis and Ron got the beer but we all feasted on
the chicken dinners with all the trimmings! The fertilizer company got tons of carp to process and all participants had a great
bowhunting experience. A win-win deal for everyone involved.
At the weigh in station I noticed that everyone else was
shooting on the “wrong” side of their bows! This is an example
of what can happen to a budding hunter deprived of a mentor and proper instruction. Mr. Greis, a WWII European theater B-52 bomber pilot veteran, took me under his wing and
became my archery mentor. It took me two weeks to adjust to
the “proper”, and more effective, way of shooting. I listened
intently to Mr. Greis’s suggestions and instructions. I practiced
religiously every day with my bow on my back yard practice
range. Two other schoolmates and neighbors, Bill Runyan and
Ron Mosby, often practiced with me with their new bows. We
each shot as many as 200 arrows per day and became really
proficient out to forty yards. Bill and Ron eventually gave up
archery to pursue other pre-teen interests while I continued on
with archery and hunting in earnest. Mr. Greis showed me how
to make my own arrows with hand-cut turkey feather fletching
and helped me construct an air-tight plywood arrow box to store
and protect my waxed premium Port Orford cedar arrows. This
special box is still one of my most prized possessions.
In 1962, at age fourteen, I bought my first deer license and
went on my first real deer hunt with the Greises. Our foursome
was again completed when Ron Carlton, who had six archery
deer to his credit, joined us. We went bowhunting “up north”
11
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in Newago County, Michigan on eighty acres of Greis familyowned property every weekend in October that first and second
year. We camped out in a large, ancient, and drafty hay barn
on the property situated near an apple orchard visited nightly
by resident deer. An outhouse was situated on the edge of the
orchard nearest to the barn. After dark you could actually see
stars and sometimes even see and hear deer foraging in the
orchard in the moonlight through the wide cracks in the barn’s
siding! The barns metal roof, however, was sound and kept us
dry. I can still remember the hot and hearty deer camp meals and
deer hunting camp talk around our well-contained camp fire.
Being a novice, I listened intently more than I talked during discussions around our evening fires. The aromas of fresh
hay, over-ripe apples, and woodsy smelling hunting clothes
were mesmerizing to this young hunter. Sleep accompanied by
vivid deer hunting dreams soon followed after lights-out. The
tantalizing aromas of fried bacon, sausage, eggs, flapjacks, and
strong black coffee, along with the rustlings of Mr. Greis and
Ron as they prepared the 4:30 a.m. hunters breakfast, are lasting
memories. Soon afterwards we were all off into the pre-dawn
darkness, to our respective hunt locations for yet another optimistic morning in the deer woods. Our ritualistic noon sandwich
and breakfast leftover lunch around our campfire was a time
for relating often exaggerated accounts of the morning hunt,
archery practice, and planning and discussing our individual
evening hunt strategies. This was a real learning experience for
me as a novice deer hunter.
After an enjoyable afternoon in the deer woods, darkness
again shrouded the deer woods in shadows. The cooling damp
air and eerie silence, randomly broken by the strange sounds
of unseen night creatures, transformed the familiar woodlands
into strange territory. After a chilly and brisk flashlight walk
alone in the darkness back to camp, another fabulous blazing
and welcoming campfire and hot evening meal warmed the
body and spirit. This, combined with more of the day’s informative hunt talk and revised hunt plans for the next morning’s
hunt, rounded out the day. Welcome sleep and deer hunting
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dreams again came quickly after lights-out. This memorable
and informative cycle repeated each and every exciting and
rejuvenating day of the hunt.
None of us scored on any of those memorable hunts, but
I gained a mountain of knowledge and insight into what deer
hunting was all about. I fell in love with it! Although I enjoyed
the companionship on those hunts, I longed for the solitude I
had experienced on my rabbit hunts. A couple of years later, in
the fall of 1964, and armed with my newfound knowledge about
deer hunting, I shot my first whitetail. He was a beautiful animal! Although only a button buck, he brought on a fever I have
yet to recover from and hopefully never will. I will never forget
that triumphant day.
I had selected a natural ground-blind downwind from a long
row of jumbled tree stumps and root balls, left-overs from recent
selective-cut logging operations, which traversed a large woodlot within the Shiawassee River State Game Area near Saginaw,
Michigan. Sign revealed that deer were using the concealment
offered by this stump row for cover while traveling through the
now fairly open area. It had been raining throughout the night
and into the early morning hours. The dew was heavy on the
forest floor.
I remember hearing something moving downwind behind me.
As I turned, I saw a young buck slowly angling toward me at ten
paces just off my line of scent. Instinctively I slowly raised and
drew my bow in one fluid motion and released my broad headtipped wooden shaft. The arrow struck the buck high behind the
shoulder, severing his spine and dropped him in his tracks. A second well-placed arrow through his rib cage finished him. I was
absolutely ecstatic! Even now, after well over 100 bucks taken
with my bow, this is one of my most memorable bucks.
During the late 1950s and early 1960s, the modern sport of
bowhunting and the availability of bowhunting equipment and
accessories were still in their infancy. Quality turkey featherfletched, waxed or painted, wooden arrow shafts made from
select Port Orford cedar were still preferred over the early aluminum shafts that bent easily due to lack of tensile strength.
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The bend and moisture resistant Microflite-brand tubular woven
fiberglass shafts were gaining popularity with some bowhunters,
but were heavy and shatter-prone.
Custom long and self-bows crafted by a few noted bowyers
of the day and solid fiberglass or wood-fiberglass laminated
semi-recurve and recurve bows produced by only a few commercial archery manufacturers, were the archer’s only options.
Bow sights were primitive and most archers shot instinctively as
they had for centuries. Compound bow technology did not yet
exist. Types of broad heads for hunting were similarly limited.
The still-available Bear Razor head was the most popular hunting broad head. Hunting camouflage clothing was primarily the
military surplus variety. Archery and bowhunting has changed
dramatically during the past fifty years!
In the following sections and chapters, I will attempt to convey some of the basic information and skills that will enhance
your ability to become an even better deer hunter. I have selected
topics that are not normally covered in the customary “how-to”
literature concerning our sport. Whether you are a novice or
seasoned veteran of the deer woods, the following “food for
thought” will help occupy your time spent on stand along the
trails that lead to your “Antlered One.” I hope that you find the
next chapter on archery practice interesting and informative.
GOOD HUNTING!
Buy the B&N ePub version at:http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/fifty-years-of-deer-stand-reflectio
ns-a-memoir-of-a-michigan-master-deer-hunter-joe-lunkas/11069988
05?ean=2940015683424
Buy the kindle version at:http://www.amazon.com/Deer-Stand-Reflections-Memoir-Michigan-e
book/dp/B009EG6IEI/ref
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